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Nonfiction Picture Book Self-Editing Checklist 
Kids learn how to self-edit their stories in school. We as writers can, too! Read over your 
picture book in multiple sessions to check that it contains the elements nonfiction picture 
books should have. Circle Yes if you’re satisfied. Circle No if an item falls short. Then 
polish your manuscript until it shines. Don’t worry or stress about getting it perfect, 
though. Submit it when it’s the best you know how to write it at this stage of your career. 
 
!CONTENT 
Y N    My beginning introduced my main character/topic and the main problem/idea. 
Y N    I wrote a middle that included interesting details, descriptions, and anecdotes  
     that supported and developed my main problem/idea. 
Y N     I wrote an ending that solved the problem or wrapped up the idea. 
 
!CREATIVE NONFICTION TECHNIQUES 
Y N    Every statement, dialog quote, and detail is 100% true. 
Y N    Sensory details were added when appropriate to bring the story to life. 
Y N    The Three-Act structure was incorporated to pace the story effectively. 
Y N    I remembered to “show, don’t tell” by using key anecdotes to replace narrative. 
 
!RESEARCH 
Y N    The bibliography is formatted correctly. 
Y N    All quotes are properly cited with footnotes. 
Y N    Each fact is supported by one primary source or three reliable secondary sources. 
Y N    I used at least one primary source to authenticate my research. 
 
!MECHANICS AND GRAMMAR 
Y N    I wrote complete sentences starting with a capital letter and ending with a         
     punctuation mark. 
Y N    I used commas, quotation marks, and other punctuation correctly. 
Y N    If I wasn’t sure about punctuation or grammar, I looked up the rule in a style  
     guide such as The Chicago Manual of Style or Jan Venolia’s Write Right! 
Y N    I replaced weak verbs with active verbs, chose succinct words to replace wordy  
     phrases, and chose words carefully that helped support my main idea better. 
 
!TARGET AUDIENCE 
Y N    I read this aloud to my pets, critique buddies, and stray kids to see if it makes 
     sense, flows smoothly, and is interesting enough to keep their attention. 
Y N    High-level topics are worded in ways my target age can understand. 
Y N    It follows the structure of my mentor text (a current published NF Picture Bk). 
Y N    It includes sidebars and/or an author’s note that help round out the story. 


